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DETEHMINISM AND MARTINGALE DECOMPOSITIONS OF STRICTLY STATIONARY 

RANDOM PROCESSES 

Dalibor Volxtf 

1. Introduction. Let (Л,^,T
f <
лu) be a dynamical system where 

(fl
f
</9,^c) is a probability space and T is a 1 - 1 bimeasurable 

and measure preserving transformation of Q onto itself * If for 

each k€ tñ such that TA=A it is <**A=0 or <j^A«1, we shall say that 
& is ergodic. If TПcjЧ- ±a в <г-algebra and TЊ c т"

1 7Пf we shall 

say that 7П> is invariant. L («/? ) assigns the Hilbert space of 
square integrable functions o n Л . If 6cA is a CГ-algebra, L (S) 
is the Hilbert space of functions f * L2(<Я ) for which E(f/£) = f 
mod^. For each invariant <T-algebra Ж and i€/£ , L (T""1^) is 

a subspace of L (T T7L) and the projection opèrator onto 
L

2
(T"

І
"

,1
7^) e L

2
(T~

І
.%) will be called a difference proгlection 

operator and denoted by P^. The unitary operator sending f * L (•/? ) 

to foT is denoted by U. For each <г~algebra tcrf and f * L (Л ), 
it is U E(f/£) -= E(Uf|T~1£ ) moô^. From this we obtain that 

UP^f = U(E(flTg-i"17?l)--E(f ІT" 1
^)) = P

i f 1
Uf mod^. If f = P^f mod^ 

for some kfž, then (foT ;i*<2) is a martingale difference 

sequence (i.e. for each leZ , the sums T" *LQ foT 3, n=0,1,..« 

form a martingales/. Putting ïïl = <r{foT :i* 0/ we can express each 
martingale difference sequence in this form. 

For each Л-measurable function f on i7, the sequence 

(foT ;iб2) is strictly stationary. Moreover, for each strictly 

sťationary sequence of random varìables (X.;iҒ^), a dynamicalj 
system (Д fĄ ,T

f(
л*,) and a function f can be found in such a 

manner that (X^) and (foT ) have the same distributåon. If the 

measure ^ is ergodic, we shall say that the process (X*) is 

ergodic. By the central limit problem we shall mean.the problem 

of weak convergence of measures /«*sГľ (f) where s (f) = 
= ̂ 1 1 5 * 1 f o T ^ *s1>2,... . In 1961 P.BІllingsley and in 1963 
I.A.Ibragimov proved the central limit theorem for ergodic 

martingale difference sequences (see flľ tM). In 1969 M.I.Gordin 
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(f2l) published a generalization of this theorem based on 
properties of difference projection operators. Gordin's result 
was followed by contributions|of other authors (some of them are 
collected in the monography [3]). This development of the central 
limit problem evokes a question of possibility of decomposition of 
a function f€ L (,/?•) by difference projection operators (i.e. 
a question of decomposition of (foT \ls% ) into martingale 
difference sequences). In the following two parts of this article, 
two ways of decomposition of (foT ) into a sum of martingale 
difference sequences and of a sequence which is in some sense 
deterministic will be shown. 

2. Invariant cr-algebras generated by the process. Investigat-

ing the possibility of decomposition of f * L (A ) by difference 
projection operators, we have to choose an appropriate invariant 

o--algebra. In many cases it is convenient to use the fact that 

the tf-algebra £(f) = ^{foT1:! ̂  0.J is invariant. If we have 

£(f) = T"1 £ (f) mod^, we shall say that the process (foT1) is 

deterministic (in the theory of stochastic processes, the determi

nistic process is defined in somehow stronger sense as instead of 

L2( C(f)) the closed linear envelop of {foT :±< 0} is used thare). 
Let us put P.Jf) = ±Q> T ^ d f ) , f1 = E(f!^(f)), &\f) = 

= (/{fjoT1:^ 0}; in the same way we can obtain ^ ( f ) , f2, £2(f) 
etc. The main aim of the following example is to show that the 

process (f.|OT ) need not be deterministic. 
Example. Let (X,7~,~) be a probability space where X = {-1,V, 

T = exp X and ~(-1 ) = ̂  = 7T(1 ); we put X = X? JP = J~* , /* = 
= ~Z and for *>£ X we define (S^)i = ^ i + 1. Let us define Q = 
= XxX, A = f HJP , ^ = ^ B ^ and for fcj' ,cu")£-Q we put 

T(co'y) = (S^',Scort). Thus, (X,y,S,^) and (Q,c/?,T,^) are 

dynamical systems. For 1*2 and <j£X we define q^f^) = ^.p for 

(**',*,')€& w e define ?'(*>'-V) = ̂ ', rSW,^") = co'.' By 
g = Q0 + JZ n=i ( 2n-1 qn + ~fe~ q-n5 w e d e f i n e a bounded J>-mea

surable function on X. Let q = qQ and t = 2+g be functions on X, 

r = (qop).(top"), s = 8qop#/ and f » r+s be functions on -Q. We 

shall show that for fj = E(f| £_ (f)) mod^ it is f. = s mod^. It 

follows that (f.jOT ) is a sequence of independent random variables* 
Thus, f2 = Eff^fcLjf)) = Eft = 0 mof̂ u. , 

First of all, we shall show that o~4g} = jp . We have 

12- n=1 * 2n-1 qn + ~2n q-n*/ - 2 » so qQ is 0-{g}-measurable. 
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If k* 0 and the functions q_k,...,qk, resp. q_k+1,•••,qk are v{g)~ 
-measurable, then the function 

--- n-W^H-T V ^3 W = Qk' resP« ^ k <--* + 

+ H n = k + 1 (^EPT <!» + p 5 <~-n) = Qk« is ^fg>-measurable, too^ 

From the fact that |Qk- ---£--- qk+1l - 2k-H > -*esp.]oi- -4-r q_ kk 
3 ^ • J 3 

-> ^, we obtain cr{g}-measurability of qk+1 , resp. q_k. Thus, 
2.3 I-

the o*{g^-measurability of all qi is proved and hence <r{g) = J. 
Let us put 771/= £(s), #&" = f?(top") and ?#"= £(r). It can be 

easily seen that TIL'* W*n\ O Tifl^ « ̂ m o d ^ ^ E ( f ( ^ ) s 
= srmod^ . From this and from the fact that W"' = C(f) we obtain 
that f - = s mod^ . 

Theorem 1. Let f ^ L ( J ? ) . There exists a countable ordinal 
number <f and a family of invariant 0*-algebras t?(t) and functi
ons t^ , <*$• cT such that 

2. for <x* 1 , it is f̂  = E(f/iO £ _ J f ) ) m o d ^ , 

3. fc*(f) = vlf^oT1:!* 0} and 
4. cT is the least ordinal number such that T C°* (f) = £*(f) 

mod^u • 

The family (t^ , £*(f); o<* <f ) is determined by the function f 
uniquelly (with respect to equality m o d ^ ) . 

If P^^,«-£<', i^O are difference projection operators 
generated by £*(f), then 

f = ZIZZ?- P̂  ̂ f + E(f|^(f)) modxo. 

Let A be a linearly ordered set and let 78^, **d be invariant 
<r -algebras such that for <x< fl and i , ^ Z we have T 1?^ c T^TT^. 
We shall say then that (77^ ;<*€/!) is an ordered family of G* -al
gebras. The fl*-algebras cf?*(f), <*^cT from Theorem 1 form a speci
al case of such a family. 

Let P be the projection operator onto L ( /H /O T VZ) and 
~°° «*e/l i«* * 

P ^ be the difference projection operator onto 
• -* >--
L 2 f T - i - 1 ^ j 9 L2(T-i772, ). We shall say then that H M ) = 
= (P ,P 4; c*f/l ,i*2.) is a family of difference projections. If 

—Oft PC , 1. ' 

f = 2Z iX€/1 Z I iez
 P* i f m o d^ » we sha11 s ay that f is difference 

decomposable with respect to ^L (A. ). If f^ L (o/?) is difference 
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decomposable with respect to some family of difference projections, 
we shall say that f is difference decomposable. In [8], several 

propositions about difference decomposability of functions from 
2 
L (J? ) are proved. 

If there exists a countable set Qc& such that 0-̂  = J) mod^ , 
we shall say that J) is countably generated. On the <r~algebra </? 
we define a pseudometric d by d(A,B) = ,A(AAB) where Aa B is the 

symmetric difference of A,B. If we identify sets A=B modrw, we 
obtain a metric space ( J\ , ,d) If J is countably generated, the 
space J\t is separable. 

Lemma 1. Let (Z* be sub- q- -algebras of </?, « being all 
countable ordinals, and for <** S3 iet P*c g*m 

If J? is countably generated, there exists & such that 
Z = 6*mod£** 

Proof. If ?*t <?*+1 mod^, there exist E(c* )e Z* and €>0 such 
that d(E(cx ),C)> £ for all C € (?*+1. Suppose that the Lemma does 
not hold. Then there exist an uncountable set 4 of (countable) 
ordinals and * > 0 such that for each <*« *4 , it is d(E(<* ),C)>£ 
for all C € £** . For every * ̂  /3 from 4 we then have 
d(E(<* ),E(^3))^£ which contradicts the assumption that J) ̂  is 
separable. 

Proof of Theorem 1. For a countable ordinal number f let 
V(^) denotes the statement thaljfor each a ^ there exist a 
unique (mod^ ) xr-algebra 60C(f) and a function f^ such that the 
conditions t,2,3 hold and that f-f -= T~ ZZ ?s-oo P̂  ±f mod^. 
We shall prove by transfinite induction that for each countable 
f , Y ( ^ ) holds. 
It is evident that V(0) holds. 

Suppose that ^ is a countable ordinal and that for each A*gr , 
V(<3 ) holds. The function £ and the <r-algebra £^(f) are then 
uniquelly determined by conditions 2,3. 
If f is not a limit ordinal, there exists f-, p - p* +1. From the 
fact that f~ is T " 1 ^ (f)-measurable and that T~1£^(f) c 
c Q~ f*l»(f^ it f o l l o w s t h a t f^ = ECf/T-1 ft^(f)) mod^. Thus, 

f ~-T = E<rfT"1gf (f)) - E(flp^ (f)) = H ?- p- <f mod u, , hence 

If y is a limit ordinal then there exists an increasing sequence 

<*,*<x0< ...<•& , <*,J*V. It holds that (f^Cf)^ O f"(f). 

From this and from the martingale limit theorem we obtain that 
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f* -k > fy. in L (fi ). The last statement and V(o.fc), k=1,2,... 

imply that f-f^ = H ^ II ?=_,» P*fl*
 mo<V* • 

The last thing left to do is to find J . From Lemma 1 it follows 

that there exists an ordinal number <f such that £^(f) = T £^(f) 

mod^. Choosing the minimal one from these ordinals for (?, the 

proof of the theorem is finished. 

3. General invariant cr-algebras. In the sequel, (P will dlnote 

the Pinsker CT-algebra (see [57 for the definition). In each 

dynamical system the Pinsker d-algebra exists (see £5j ) and in £87 

it is proved that the Pinsker (T-algebra is fully characterizedby 

the following three properties: 

1. (P is an invariant sub-(T-algebra ofJI\ 

2. for each invariant (T-algebra 7fl<=P9 it is Tfl = T~17# mod^; 

3. <P is the maximal (T-algebra satisfying conditions 1 and 2. 
2 

The function f e L (J?) will be said to be absolutely undecomposa-
ble iff f is (P-measurable. 
— - • — — * 

It follows directly from the above characterization of Pinsker 

(T-algebra that if f is absolutely undecomposable, then 

(foT ;ie2r) is deterministic. If f is finitely valued, the opposite 

implication holds, too. However, the opposite implication does 

not hold in general. As ^counterexample can serve the sequence 

(goS ;i£,2 ) from the example from section 2. The dynamical system 

(X,,P,S, * ) is Bernoulli, hence its Pinsker ^-algebra is trivial 

(see [5])• Thus, g cannot be absolutely undecomposable. 
2 

Theorem 2. The difference decomposable functions from L d/f ) 

form a Hilbert space Irifi ) e L {<P ). Each function fe L (fl ) can 

be thus uniquelly expressed as a sum of a difference decomposable 

and an absolutely undecomposable function. 
2 

If f C L ((/? ) is difference decomposable, it is decomposable with 
respect to some (single) invariant tf -algebra. 

An analogous result can be obtained if T is surjective, but not 

1-1 and bimeasurable. Such a transformation will be called an endo-

morphism; an endomorphism which is 1-1 and bimeasurable will be 

called an automorphism. Let us enlarge the definition of a dynamic* 

al system to the case when T is an endomorphism. ^ 

If T is an endomorphism, it is A •=> T~V? $ ...; fo = 0 T~n</I 
n=0 

is the Rohlin tf-algebra. In the definition of difference decompo-
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sable function we could use T" % c 7fl as the defining property of 

invariant fr-algebras (instead of the opposite inclusion) and we 

could define T±f = E(flT"1W) - E(f/ T"1"1?^) mod,*.. Each function 

f € L (J\ ) e L (<£) is thus (in this sense) difference decomposabla 

In the dynamical system (SI , & }T}£- ) the transformation T behaves 

as an automorphism (if we put points from -Q. that are undistingui-

shable by &, together, we really obtain an automorphism). Accord

ing to Theorem 2 the following theorem thus holds. 

Theorem 3. Let (Sl^JJ ,T,/-c ) be a dynamical system where T is 
2 

an endomorphism. Then each f £ L (Jf ) can be uniquelly (mod^-0 

expressed as a sum f^+f2+f^ where f, is absolutely undecomposable, 

f2 is difference decomposable with respect to a (single) invariant 

0- -algebra and f3<-L
2(t/?) e L2( 01). 

The Theorem 2 is an easy consequence of the following two 

propositions. 

Proposition 1. (Rohlin-Sinai theorem). If J) is countably 

generated and T is an automorphism then there exists an invariant 

o-algebra 71 such that <?( \J T 1^) = A and H ^ B = (p. 
i«* iai 

The proof can be found e.g. in [5] • 

Proposition 2. Let (Tfc^i <xf/L) be an ordered system of 

T-algebras. Let P^ ., c*€ A , i<?2 be the difference projection 

operators generated by (lH^acA) and P^ ±9 fr£/L , i<-"2: be the 

difference projection operators generated by ( 7\ * (P; w.1 ). 

If f € L2(Jl) and f = T1^A ^~ A . - , P> -if mod/"-, then we have 

P_ 4f = P_ Af mod/- for all <xeA and i*>-?. 
< X , 1 oC, 1 ^ 

This proposition is proved in [8J. In £8j it is also shown that 

without the assumption that f = 2 Z ZI -t , p ..f mod /* , the 

equalities need not hold. 

As an immediate consequence of Proposition 2 we obtain the 

following lemma. 

p 
Lemma 2. If f € L (<fl ) is a difference decomposable function 

then E(fl(P) = 0 mod/**. 

Proof of Theorem 2. Let f € L2(</? ) and £ = 0*{foTJ i*fc} . The 

<r-algebra £ is countably generated, (Jl, £ ,Tf /«,, ) is a 
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dynamical system and by Proposition 1 there exists an invariant 

ff -algebra % such that ff (±U T^TTl) = £ , ̂  T ^ c (P. From this 

we obtain that f is a sum of an absolutely undecomposable and a 

difference decomposable functions. From Proposition 2 it follows 

that this decomposition is unique (mod^). 

4. The central limit problem. At the end we shall introduce 

some information about the CLP for difference decomposable functi

ons. In [8] it is proved that the Billingsley - Ibragimov theorem 

can be generalized for functions f = YZXCA P<* of moddt4' a n d n o&-

ergodic measure ^ (the limit law is then a mixture of normals 

then)t From this proposition, several sufficient conditions for 

the CLT for difference decomposable functions (analogous to those 

of M. I. Gordin and C C Heyde) can be obtained. Some information 

about the case of absolutely undecomposable functions can be, found 

in [91 (however, it is known very little about the CLP for such 

functions). In [10J it is shown that in some cases from the central 

limit theorem for a difference decomposable function and a central 

limit theorem for an absolutely undecomposable function a CLT for 

their sum can be obtained. Our last theorem can speak for itself. 

Theorem 4. In the space of difference decomposable functions 
2 2 
L ((/? ) e L ((P ) there exists a dense set of functions f for which 

the measures <^s~ (f), n=1,2,... weakly converge to some probabil

ity measure (i.e. the CLT holds) and there exists a dense subset 

of functions for which this sequence has at least two distinct 

limit points. 

This theorem is proved in f8j (see also 111). 
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